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Abstract Quantitative measures of channel network geometry inform diverse applications in hydrology,
sediment transport, ecology, hazard assessment, and stratigraphic prediction. These uses require a clear,
objectively defined channel network. Automated techniques for extracting channels from topography are
well developed for convergent channel networks and identify flow paths based on land-surface gradients.
These techniques—even when they allow multiple flow paths—do not consistently capture channel
networks with frequent bifurcations (e.g., in rivers, deltas, and alluvial fans). This paper uses multithread
rivers as a template to develop a new approach for channel extraction suitable for channel networks with
divergences. Multithread channels are commonly mapped using observed inundation extent, and I
generalize this approach using a depth-resolving, reduced-complexity flow model to map inundation
patterns for fixed topography across an arbitrary range of discharge. A case study for the Platte River,
Nebraska, reveals that (1) the number of bars exposed above the water surface, bar area, and the number of
wetted channel threads (i.e., braiding index) peak at intermediate discharge; (2) the anisotropic scaling of
bar dimensions occurs for a range of discharge; and (3) the maximum braiding index occurs at a
corresponding reference discharge that provides an objective basis for comparing the planform geometry
of multithread rivers. Mapping by flow depth overestimates braiding index by a factor of 2. The new
approach extends channel network extraction from topography to the full spectrum of channel patterns,
with the potential for comparing diverse channel patterns at scales from laboratory experiments to
natural landscapes.

1. Introduction

Viewed from above, channels on planetary surfaces take on a variety of patterns. Many rivers on Earth trans-
port water and sediment through a single channel, as in meandering rivers (e.g., Parker et al., 2011). But
other channel networks include multiple channel threads that converge and diverge, including braided
and anabranching rivers (Leopold & Wolman, 1957; Nanson & Knighton, 1996; Parker, 1976), or generally
diverging channel branches, as in deltas. Several schemes have developed to classify river patterns based
on planform geometry, morphodynamic processes, and the characteristics of bars, bank materials, and
floodplains (Ashmore, 2013; Eaton, Millar, & Davidson, 2010; Kleinhans, 2010; Makaske, 2001; Nanson,
2013). Braided rivers have highly mobile sediment bars that are episodically inundated. In contrast, for ana-
branching rivers, bars are typically stabilized by vegetation (i.e., anastomosing), coarse sediment, or bedrock
and consistently divide flow between channels (Nanson, 2013). Channel patterns commonly transform
between headwaters and basin (Jerolmack & Mohrig, 2007), and over shorter scales. For example, the
Platte River, Nebraska (Figure 1a), includes longitudinally extensive, multithread reaches with both braided
(Figure 1b) and anabranching (Figure 1c) patterns alternating on scales of kilometers.

Across a range of landscapes, channel network geometry is a fundamental characteristic and a basis for
reconstructing and predicting geomorphic change. Several methods have developed for efficient and
automated channel extraction from topography data (e.g., Band, 1986; Sangireddy et al., 2016). These
topography data have proliferated to global extent and meter-scale resolution (Farr et al., 2007;
Passalacqua et al., 2015) and also represent the essential outputs of numerical landscape evolution models
(Braun & Sambridge, 1997; Tucker & Hancock, 2010) and many physical experiments (e.g., Kim, Sheets, &
Paola, 2010). To map channel networks, channel extraction methods commonly use surface gradients to
predict zones of water accumulation from digital elevation models. This approach is effective in networks
where channelized flow paths are largely convergent, hereafter referred to as type 1 channel networks. In
contrast, a second class of channel networks include flow divergences. These features, hereafter referred
to as type 2 channel networks, pose challenges to traditional channel extraction techniques for
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topography data that are based on land surface gradients alone. This paper proposes an approach to
mapping type 2 channel networks.

Multithread channels, which belong to type 2, are notable for their expression of channel and bar morphol-
ogies across a range of spatial scales and in diverse geologic settings. Braided channels form as a natural
consequence of channel widening (Parker, 1976) and are commonly observed in areas of high sediment flux
such as alluvial fans (Blair & McPherson, 1994) and in rivers in glacially influenced catchments (e.g., Reinfelds
& Nanson, 1993). Channel networks with divergent flow paths are also observed on planetary surfaces.
Examples include canyon systems and alluvial fans on Mars (Trevena & Picard, 1978; Williams & Malin,
2008); channels formed by lava on Earth, Mercury, Venus, and the Moon (Dietterich & Cashman, 2014;
Komatsu & Baker, 1996; Leverington, 2011); and channels interpreted from backscatter images of Titan
(Burr et al., 2013) and Earth’s seafloor (Hesse et al., 2001).

The geometry of bars and channel networks affects a range of problems in planetary surface evolution.
Planform geometry fundamentally distinguishes river types (e.g., Leopold & Wolman, 1957) and is the most
accessible property of channels from remote sensing observations. Channel planform geometry records
influences from discharge (Welber, Bertoldi, & Tubino, 2012), base level (Germanoski & Schumm, 1993), bank
materials (Nanson, 2013), and vegetation (Bertoldi, Gurnell, & Drake, 2011; Tal & Paola, 2010). Channel
network geometry is also a fundamental constraint for predicting hydraulics (Nicholas & Sambrook Smith,
1999); bulk fluxes of water (Lehner & Grill, 2013), sediment (Bertoldi, Ashmore, & Tubino, 2009; Kasprak
et al., 2015), and contaminants (Coulthard & Macklin, 2003); and the propagation of floods and debris flows
that pose significant hazards (Cavalli & Marchi, 2008). Channel and bar geometry shape habitat for fish and
riparian species (Tockner et al., 2009; Van Der Nat et al., 2003) and informmodels for groundwater and hydro-
carbons in the subsurface (Anderson et al., 1999; Bridge & Lunt, 2006; Kelly, 2006).

Among type 2 channel networks, the spatial structure of multithread channel networks is complicated in
comparison to type 1 channel networks for several reasons. First, channel pattern can evolve with increasing
stage and include transitions between single-thread andmultithread geometry (Mosley, 1982, 1983). Second,
multithread rivers also show dynamic patterns of erosion and deposition that can alter channel pattern
between successive floods (Lallias-Tacon, Liébault, & Piégay, 2014; Lane et al., 2010; Lane, Westaway, &
Murray Hicks, 2003). In addition to these short-term dynamics, multithread channels evolve over scales of
space and time that challenge direct observation. For example, for braided rivers the morphologically active
portion may constitute less than half of the total channel belt (Ashmore, Bertoldi, & Gardner, 2011) and
abandoned reaches may lie morphologically dormant for hundreds of years (Reinfelds & Nanson, 1993).

Figure 1. (a) The Platte River, Nebraska (40.67°N, 99.08°W). Channel patterns in this reach include (b) braiding and (c) anabranching, with bars stabilized by vegeta-
tion (anastomosed). Images: Google Earth.
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Third, bars and channels in multithread channels span a large range of scales (Kelly, 2006; Nykanen, Foufoula-
Georgiou, & Sapozhnikov, 1998; Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996, 1997).

For single-thread rivers, the bankfull discharge and associated channel geometry serve as useful properties
for comparing rivers and for numerical modeling over geologic timescales. In contrast, the definition of a
reference discharge that captures the planform geometry of multithread channels has proven problematic
in cases due to the factors above (Rust, 1977). These qualities have complicated efforts to quantify the essen-
tial properties of multithread channel networks.

Despite these challenges, several workers have made key observations regarding the planform response of
natural (Mosley, 1983) and experimental (Egozi & Ashmore, 2009) multithread channels to changes in dis-
charge, the spatial structure of channel networks (Marra, Kleinhans, & Addink, 2014), and the scaling proper-
ties of bars (Kelly, 2006; Nykanen et al., 1998; Sapozhnikov et al., 1998; Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou,
1996). For example, analyses of braided channels from laboratory experiments and natural cases for single
discharges showed anisotropic scaling of bar dimensions, i.e., bar length and width increase at different rates
as bar scale increases (Nykanen et al., 1998; Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996).

The most common method for mapping the planform geometry of type 2 channel networks is to map
inundation patterns. This straightforward approach has been applied to deltas (Edmonds et al., 2011)
and has been used to document changes in wetted width and area, total channel sinuosity, the number
of channel threads, and network properties for different discharges (e.g., Ashmore & Sauks, 2006; Marra
et al., 2014; Mosley, 1983; Smith et al., 1996; Welber et al., 2012). Yet for both experimental and natural
cases, mapping channel and bar structure using observed inundation has several limitations.

In laboratory experiments, flow is commonly dyed to facilitate automated channel mapping from images
(Ashworth, Best, & Jones, 2007; Cazanacli, Paola, & Parker, 2002; Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996;
Wickert et al., 2013). This approach requires subjective image thresholds, and dye retention in sediments
eventually blurs the distinction between bars and channels (Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996).
For both natural and experimental cases, submerged channel and bar structure may be obscured
(Mosley, 1982).

For natural cases, the observational record of discharge variation is inherently limited in both range and reso-
lution. Although this description applies to all channels, the limits of the observational record are most
obvious for arid landscapes with highly intermittent flow (Blair & McPherson, 1994) and for abandoned chan-
nels with no historical record of inundation (e.g., Reinfelds & Nanson, 1993; Williams & Malin, 2008). Similarly,
inundation cannot highlight channels in subaqueous environments. These factors motivate an alternative
method to extract spatial structure for channels in natural and experimental settings independent of the
observed, wetted extent of channels.

Channel topography, exposed at low flow, offers an alternative for objective geomorphic mapping. For
example, local topographic statistics (e.g., slope, curvature, and roughness) have been used to map morpho-
logic differences between alluvial fan lobes (Cavalli & Marchi, 2008; Frankel & Dolan, 2007; Staley,
Wasklewicz, & Blaszczynski, 2006; Volker, Wasklewicz, & Ellis, 2007). Despite the evident topographic struc-
ture of bars, channels, and larger-scale lobes in multithread channel belts and fans, no existing methods
objectively and rapidly identify these structures from topography alone.

This paper proposes to extend the existing, inundation-based approach to mapping type 2 channel net-
works by using a reduced-complexity flow model—not for morphodynamic modeling, but rather to analyze
topography and to define bars and channels. Section 2 describes existing approaches for extracting type 1
channel networks using reduced-complexity flow modeling. Section 3 compares two flow modeling
approaches for a type 2 channel network on the Platte River. These approaches include (1) a model driven
by topographic slope alone and (2) a model that additionally accounts for the water surface. I also present a
simple method for extracting type 2 channel networks based on the results of the latter flow modeling
approach. Section 4 applies the mapping approach to defining bar and channel structure for the Platte
River. Section 5 compares the results in section 4 to those from a complementary mapping approach that
reverses the roles of discharge and flow depth in identifying channels. I discuss strengths and limitations of
mapping by modeled inundation and recommendations for selecting representative bar and channel maps
in section 6.
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2. Background
2.1. Existing Approaches to Channel Extraction From Topography

The basic problem we face is to define a network of channels with
bifurcations using a digital elevation model (DEM). In principle, flow paths
may be calculated by solving the depth-averaged (Segura & Pitlick, 2015)
or three-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (Hardy,
2008; Williams et al., 2013). Indeed, several studies have successfully
applied such models to flow and sediment transport for multithread rivers
(Williams, Brasington, & Hicks, 2016). As a by-product, these model
applications have generated inundated extents that could be used to
extract network geometry. At present, however, there is no framework
for using numerical models to extract channel networks from topography
data in a way that (1) can be applied to type 2 channel networks in
general, with minimal parameterization and for diverse planetary surface
environments; (2) balances accuracy with computational complexity, to
enable channel mapping at high spatial resolution and/or over large
areas; and (3) systematically accounts for the effect of changing inunda-
tion on network geometry. As a starting point, we can consider
approaches that have addressed the first two of these challenges for type
1 channel networks.

Type 1 channel networks are most commonly extracted from a DEM
using either of two general approaches. In the first approach, the channel
network is extracted using local topographic statistics, including relief,
and for channels with widths near the DEM resolution, curvature
(Fagherazzi et al., 1999; McKean et al., 2009; Pirotti & Tarolli, 2010).
Neither measurement is designed to account for the role of flow paths

in defining channel networks. In the second and more common approach, single-thread channels are iden-
tified as areas of water accumulation using a simplified flow model. Flow paths are approximated using sur-
face gradients between adjacent cells in a DEM, which enables rapid computations over large grids.
Drainage area is computed for each cell, and drainage area is used to identify the channel network directly
(Band, 1986; Tarboton, 1997; Tarboton, Bras, & Rodriguez-Iturbe, 1991) or through a weighting procedure
(Passalacqua et al., 2010). The calculation typically includes a sink-filling operation to prevent the flow
trapping in local elevation minima (e.g., Garbrecht & Martz, 1997). Together, flow routing and sink-filling
algorithms have been applied at catchment (Freeman, 1991; Shelef & Hilley, 2013) and orogen scales
(Pelletier, 2004). A known limitation of the approach is that channel width is not resolved for channels
wider than the grid spacing, and the flow paths often turn sharply within such channels due local slopes
in the DEM (Passalacqua, Belmont, & Foufoula-Georgiou, 2012). Yet for extracting the skeleton of a type
1 channel network, the simplicity and computational efficiency of these models far outweigh the benefits
of more complicated flow models.

Importantly, type 1 channel networks are typically composed of single-thread channels with generally
convergent flow paths. These flow paths can be approximated by reduced-complexity flow models that
use only surface slope (Shelef & Hilley, 2013). In contrast, some channels possess locally divergent flow paths
in which the relationship between flow and topography is more complex. The form of such channels is not
well captured in commonly used flow routing and channel extraction algorithms (Montgomery &
Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993; Moore, O’Loughlin, & Burch, 1988). Bifurcations pose a significant challenge
because they interrupt the monotonic increase in contributing area that forms the basis for extraction of con-
vergent channel networks (Passalacqua et al., 2010; Sangireddy et al., 2016).

Reduced-complexity flow models differ in the number and orientation of driving topographic gradients and
resulting flow directions (Figure 2). In one class of models, a fictitious flow is introduced to all cells in a DEM
and routed downslope in a single flow direction determined by the direction of steepest descent
(O’Callaghan & Mark, 1984; Shelef & Hilley, 2013; Tarboton, 1997). Alternatively, water can be distributed
among multiple downslope directions (Band, 1986; Freeman, 1991; Holmgren, 1994; Quinn et al., 1991).

A Freeman [1991] algorithm

B LISFLOOD-FP algorithm

Figure 2. Schematics of reduced-complexity flow models applied to
topographic grids. (a) The Freeman (1991) multiple flow path algorithm
distributes a fictitious flow (blue sphere) from a cell to each of the downslope
neighboring cells. (b) The LISFLOOD-FP algorithm (Bates et al., 2010)
accounts for the water surface (blue) and routes flow through each cell along
the rows and columns separately (arrows).
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For example, in the Freeman (1991) model the flow fraction distributed from a center cell to a downslope
cell i is

f i ¼
max 0; Spi

� �
P8
j¼1

max 0; Spj
� � (1)

where Sj represents the slope to each of the eight nearest neighbor cells and p is a dimensionless parameter
commonly set to 1.1 (Freeman, 1991). Figure 2a shows a schematic of this algorithm wherein flow is distrib-
uted to all cells at lower elevations, with more flow apportioned across steeper downslope gradients.
Section 3 tests the suitability of this approach for extracting channels with diverging flow paths using the
Terraflow algorithm, which incorporates multiple flow paths (equation (1)) and sink filling, and is efficient
for large grids (Arge et al., 2003).

Murray and Paola (1994) introduced a different class of reduced-complexity flow model specifically for
braided rivers that permits flow over adverse slopes common in riverbed topography. Subsequent, related
models (Thomas & Nicholas, 2002; Thomas, Nicholas, & Quine, 2007) assume a unidirectional water surface
slope, and therefore cannot route flow in directions opposite the mean valley slope, nor across arbitrary
spreading angles. Other two-dimensional hydrodynamic models, including LISFLOOD-FP (Bates, Horritt, &
Fewtrell, 2010), are more geometrically flexible while still prioritizing computational efficiency.

Multiple flow path algorithms treat flow divergence more effectively than single path, steepest descent algo-
rithms (Coulthard, Hicks, & Van De Wiel, 2007; Pelletier, 2004). This paper focuses on two particular multiple
flow path algorithms: the Freeman (1991) algorithm based on topographic slope only and the LISFLOOD-FP
algorithm that additionally accounts for water surface slope and therefore entails a greater computational
cost. The next section describes the details of the latter model, which provides a basis sufficient to extract
channel networks with arbitrary channel geometry.

2.2. The LISFLOOD-FP Flow Model

LISFLOOD-FP is integrated in the CAESAR-LISFLOOD landscape evolution model and uses an approximation
of the shallow water equations to represent flow across a structured DEM (Bates et al., 2010; Coulthard et al.,
2013). Water is transferred from a central grid cell to any of the four neighboring cells excluding diagonals
(Figure 2b). The routing model is applied column-wise and then row-wise to simulate two-dimensional flow.
A semi-implicit friction formulation is used for stability. The model is only strictly valid for subcritical and gra-
dually varied flow, and therefore roughly approximates flow for cases that do not meet these conditions
(Coulthard et al., 2013). Volumetric discharge between cells is calculated as

Q ¼ q� ghmaxΔt
Δ hþzð Þ

Δx

1ð þ ghmaxΔtn2∣q∣=h
10=3
max

Δx (2)

where q is the width-averaged water flux between cells, g is gravitational acceleration, h is flow depth, hmax is
the maximum flow depth, Δt is the time step, z is elevation, Δx is the DEM grid spacing, and n is Manning’s
coefficient. In natural river corridors, roughness varies due to several channel and floodplain characteristics
including topography, sediment grain size, and vegetation. In turn, roughness directly influences flow depth,
and therefore inundation. In the spirit of existing channel extraction methods that rely on topography alone
and without detailed hydraulic parameterization, this paper assumes uniform roughness (n = 0.03) characteris-
tic of open channel flow (Chow, 1959). Table 1 summarizes the DEM characteristics and flowmodel parameters.

Table 1
DEM Characteristics and Flow Model Parameters for the Platte River Case Study

DEM properties Flow model parameters

Grid dimensions
Grid spacing

(m)
Discharge range

(m3/s) Manning’s n
Number of

discharge levels
Maximum difference between
input and output discharge

Model run time
(hours) α

242 × 1078 10 10 to 1000 0.03 20 5% 3 0.7

Note. The dimensionless coefficient α scales the maximum time step for the flow model.
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The change in water depth at a cell is calculated using conservation of water mass in the column (x) and row
(y) directions

Δhi;j

Δt
¼ Qi�1;j

x � Qi;j
x þ Qi;j�1

y � Qi;j
y

Δx2
(3)

where i and j are the row and column coordinates, respectively, of cells in the DEM and Qx and Qy are the
column-wise and row-wise volumetric discharges, respectively. Themaximum time step (Δtmax) is set to meet
the Courant-Friedrichs Lewy condition for shallow-water conditions

Δtmax ¼ α
Δxffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p (4)

where α is a dimensionless coefficient, fixed here at 0.7.

To apply this flow model to landscapes, water is explicitly introduced as precipitation or from one or more
point sources (Coulthard et al., 2013). Here water emanates from a source located upstream of the study
reach; the implementation for the Platte River is discussed in section 3. Introducing flow from a localized
source represents an important distinction from flow routing algorithms that use accumulation area as a
proxy for discharge (e.g., Freeman, 1991), as for these algorithms the inclusion or exclusion of surrounding
areas can influence drainage area (Shelef & Hilley, 2013). In contrast, the use of a localized flow source with
the LISFLOOD-FP model ensures that contributing area does not influence the model results.

2.3. Morphometrics for Multithread Channels and Bars

After a channel network is extracted, a range of statistics can characterize its morphology. The statistics avail-
able depend in part on the network geometry. Whereas common channel planform statistics are relatively
few and clearly defined for single-thread channels (Leopold & Wolman, 1960; Williams, 1986), the spatial sta-
tistics of multithread channels are numerous (Howard, Keetch, & Vincent, 1970) and their definitions still
debated (Egozi & Ashmore, 2008). Planform geometry is not the only framework for interpreting multithread
rivers; for example, Paola (1996) and Redolfi et al. (2016) propose to describe braided rivers using elevation
distributions. Yet most quantitative measures of spatial structure for braided rivers relate to the planform
geometry of bars and channels. Bar properties include the number and shape of bars, including area, length,
and width (Kelly, 2006). Channel planform metrics include the bifurcation-confluence distance (Hundey &
Ashmore, 2009) and network statistics (De Bartolo et al., 2006; Gleyzer et al., 2004; Marra et al., 2014;
Passalacqua, 2016). Braided channel patterns are often quantified using the braiding index or intensity, which
can be defined as the number of active channels or the summed sinuosity of all channel threads (Brice, 1964;
Egozi & Ashmore, 2008; Howard et al., 1970).

The present analysis focuses on bar geometry and the number of channels. Bar measures include bar area
(Abar) and bar length (Lbar) and bar width (wbar), measured as the semimajor and semiminor axes of a fitted
ellipse, respectively. The braiding index (i.e., number of channels) is measured by counting the number of
transitions from dry to wetted areas along a cross section of the braid plain oriented perpendicular to the
mean downstream direction. To account for spatial variability in the number of channels measured in a cross
section, I follow Egozi and Ashmore (2008) and average measurements for 10 cross sections spaced at
approximately one half the width of the braid plain. In dimensionless form, bar metrics include the bar aspect
ratio (i.e., Lbar/wbar) and the total dimensionless bar area

X
A�bar ¼

P
Abar

LbpLz
(5)

where
P

Abar is the summed area of all bars and Lbp is the length of the braid plain.

2.4. Case Study: The Platte River

The Platte River serves as a trial location for the topographic analysis approach. The Platte River drains
the Rocky Mountains in the western portion of the Mississippi River watershed and is a longstanding
location for multithread river studies (Smith, 1971). The regional climate is semiarid, and under natural
conditions snowmelt drives discharge peaks during spring and early summer (Fotherby, 2009; US Dept.
Interior, 2006).
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Human activities have dramatically influenced the Platte River in
Nebraska. Prior to the 1880s, a braided channel pattern with unvegetated
bars prevailed. Major dams constructed in the early twentieth century
reduced discharge downstream: near Overton, NE, and the study reach,
Randle and Samad (2003) report a decline in the 1.5 year peak flow from
549 m3/s (1895 to 1909) to 134 m3/s (1970 to 1999). The maximum
wetted width of the river decreased as much as 90% and woody vegeta-
tion colonized the braid plain (Johnson, 1998; US Dept. Interior, 2006).
Fotherby (2009) notes that multithread reaches correlate with confine-
ment by topography or built structures (e.g., bridges). Braided channels
are most visible at low discharges and are obscured at higher discharges
(Smith, 1971). Sand composes the channel bed and bars and is accompa-
nied in the bank materials by fine gravel and loam (Smith, 1971;
Williams, 1978).

I demonstrate the analysis using a lidar DEM, which has the same extent as
Figure 1a and roughly corresponds to reach 3A of Fotherby (2009).
Figure 3a shows a detailed view of the DEM, which shows an eastward
valley slope. The lidar data were acquired in 2009 after leaf loss from
vegetated areas. The survey used a maximum ground sample distance of
1.4 m, with a corresponding root-mean-square elevation error of
18.5 cm. The topography preserves numerous channels (Figure 3a) that
are no longer inundated under the present, highly regulated discharge
regime. For example, Fotherby (2009) reported that the observed braiding
index does not typically exceed three.

To reduce the influence of high-frequency noise on local slope calcula-
tions, a two-dimensional Wiener filter is applied to the DEM (Pelletier,
2004) with a 10 × 10 pixel window. Artifacts in raw DEM are evident for

the widest channel, whose bathymetry was not resolved due to light absorption by water (Legleiter, 2013).
Other studies have modeled channel bathymetry using optical images (Bertoldi et al., 2011; Fonstad &
Marcus, 2005; Javernick, Brasington, & Caruso, 2014; Legleiter, 2012, 2013) and in rare cases water-penetrating
lidar (Kinzel, Legleiter, & Nelson, 2013).

This paper tests the utility of data set that does not capture the full channel bathymetry. The analysis that
follows relies on modeled inundation extent, which could change in response to topographic artifacts that
improperly steer flow. Therefore, I apply a set of image operations summarized here. Artifacts in the raw
DEM appear as facets with extremely low curvature unrealistic for natural topography in fluvial landscapes.
A curvature threshold (∇2z < 2.5 × 10�5 m�1) identifies these facets, and objects in this image mask are
merged using image filtering and binary image morphologic operations. Elevation values for pixels in
the mask are replaced using the minimum elevation in a local neighborhood that excludes masked pixels.
This procedure smoothes the topography in areas affected by artifacts. To balance model run time with the
ability to resolve major bar and channel structure, the DEM grid spacing was then downsampled from 2 m
to 10 m.

Previous studies have noted cases in which channels can bemapped using local topographic statistics includ-
ing curvature and relief (Fagherazzi et al., 1999; McKean et al., 2009; Pirotti & Tarolli, 2010). While informative,
neither statistic is sufficient to capture channel paths for the Platte River. For example, Figure 3b shows the
DEM after removing the eastward dipping regional slope of 0.001. The resulting map shows bars and chan-
nels as relative lows and bars as relative highs. Notably, the area includes channels with a range of widths
from near the DEM grid spacing to several tens of pixels wide. This range of channel widths complicates
the curvature-based approach, for which the spatial window of the curvature calculation should scale with
feature of interest (Pirotti & Tarolli, 2010). Moreover, for the narrower channels, the local elevation residual
is less distinct from the background and areas of relatively low elevation can be discontinuous. Therefore,
local relief in the detrended DEM does not clearly define the full channel network. The next section turns
to channel extraction based on flow modeling.

A

B

698 

100 m

Elevation (m)

692

1

Elevation

-1

residual (m)

Figure 3. A subset of the DEM for the Platte River. (a) Shaded relief, colorized
by elevation. DEM artifacts in the widest channel have been smoothed.
(b) Residual elevation after removing a planar trend. Scale and extent are
fixed in both panels. Figure 1a shows the full extent of the DEM.
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3. Channel Extraction and Morphometry

This section describes flow modeling results for the Terraflow and LISFLOOD-FP algorithms and then meth-
ods for channel and bar network extraction using modeled inundation. The Terraflow algorithm introduces
a unit, fictitious flow at each cell in the DEM and routes it through other cells according to local surface
slopes (Figure 2a). Figure 4a shows the resulting map of contributing area for the section of the Platte
River DEM in Figure 3a, with areas of relatively high and low contributing area. Intersecting threads of
relatively high contributing area bound areas with relatively low contributing area, thus mimicking the
underlying patterns of channels and bars, respectively. The connected threads of relatively high contribut-
ing area highlight narrow channels with widths similar to the DEM grid spacing. The limitations of the
algorithm for channels wider than the grid spacing—namely, that width is not resolved and channel paths
are irregular—are consistent with previous results for type 1 channel networks. Yet overall, the Terraflow
algorithm captures aspects of the channel network, and at relatively low computational cost compared
to a depth-resolving model.

A more unexpected result of the flow routing algorithm is that it fails to consistently capture a key feature of
the channel network: flow bifurcation around islands. Figures 4a and 4b show numerous channel threads that
are only connected to the channel network at confluences, causing the appearance of isolated channel
heads. Although flow can diverge at the scale of a grid cell (Figure 2a), the algorithm still preferentially routes
flow down steeper slopes (equation (1)) and importantly does not route flow over adverse slopes if a positive
downhill slope borders the contributing cell. In the case of a channel bifurcation, this behavior implies that at
a bifurcation that splits a single channel into two, if one of the channel threads has a slightly higher bed ele-
vation, the flow routing algorithm may route flow only down the lower channel thread.

This limitation of mapping using a flow routing algorithm based on land surface slopes alone motivates using
a model that also accounts for the water surface. In contrast to a precipitation source, which is implicit in the
Terraflowmodel, the LISFLOOD-FP model can also represent flow for a point source. The way that flow enters
the domain influences flow model results, and for flow to serve as a mapping tool, it must interact with the
area of interest in the DEM. A localized source is convenient for introducing flow to a channel, and I modify
this approach to enable supply to multiple channels at the inlet. In a typical CAESAR-LISFLOOD model run,
flow expands from the point source according to the discharge and the local topography. To ensure that flow
interacts with channels across the full braid plain, however, the point source is placed in a synthetic reservoir
appended to the upstream (west) edge of the domain. The reservoir width is set slightly larger than the width
of the braid plain. Flow emanates from a point source placed within the reservoir, which it gradually fills. Walls
of arbitrary height, and with elevation greater than the maximum DEM elevation, are placed on the edges of
the reservoir that do not coincide with the edge of the original DEM. Thus, flow eventually overtops the reser-
voir and moves onto the DEM. The reservoir length (perpendicular to the braid plain) is arbitrary and is set to
be sufficiently large to moderate transient differences in water surface elevation between the reservoir and
the nearest edge of the DEM.

BA 100 m 50 m

10

Accumulation
 area (cells)

10

Figure 4. Modeled channel paths colored by drainage area, calculated using Terraflow (Arge et al., 2003), which includes amultiple flow direction algorithm similar to
that by Freeman (1991). In both panels, the shaded relief of topography is overlain by accumulation area with a threshold of 100 cells, and the color scale is the same.
(a) Overview with extent equivalent to Figures 5a and 5b. The white box indicates the extent of the (b) detailed view. In Figure 4b, the black dashed line is the
manually mapped boundary of a bar. The black arrow indicates the upstream edge of the bar, which is not delineated by the algorithm.
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In contrast to algorithms based on cell contributing areas (e.g., Freeman, 1991), the CAESAR-LISFLOODmodel
can be applied for different discharges. The model routes flow until it reaches the DEM boundary. Differences
between the discharge entering and leaving the domain can occur initially due to storage in local topo-
graphic minima and the time required for flow propagation. These differences decay as the model run pro-
ceeds. Therefore, the input discharge is held steady until the disparity between input and output discharge
falls below 5%, achieved for this case with a 1 h duration for each discharge (Table 1). Flow depth throughout
the model domain is recorded before proceeding to a newmodel discharge. The model results span 20 loga-
rithmically spaced discharges from 10 to 1000 m3/s that progress from minimal to extensive inundation of
the braid plain. Discharge (Q) can be recast in dimensionless form using a single length scale: commonly,
the median grain size (e.g., Parker et al., 2007). Here the chosen dimensionless form is

Q� ¼ Q

g1=2L5=2z

(6)

where Lz is a representative length scale, chosen as the standard deviation of elevation in the residual DEM
(Figure 3b). Unlike grain size, this length scale can be measured from the topography. Dimensionless
discharge (Q*) varies from 0.14 to 14.0.

Figure 5 shows images of inundated extent for three discharge levels. The planform geometry and extent of
bars change for each discharge. For Q* = 0.18 (Figure 5a), the flow introduced across the width of the braid
plain concentrates in a subset of channels a subset of the channels including the widest channel. Flow sepa-
rates around bars at a range of scales, with the largest bars extending several kilometers downstream. In con-
trast to the Terraflow results, the CAESAR-LISFLOOD model causes flow to spread out across the full width of
the wetted channels. This behavior occurs for channels with widths both similar to and significantly larger

0 1
Bar persistence
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Inundated Dry
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Flow direction

C
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Figure 5. (a–c) Shaded relief maps of the Platte River valley overlain by inundated extent (blue) calculated with the LISFLOOD-FP model for different values of the
dimensionless discharge (Q*). Flow direction is from left to right. (a) Q* = 0.18. (b) Q* = 1.40. (c) Q* = 7.03. The white boxes in Figures 5a–5c indicate the locations of
detailed views in Figures 5d–5f, respectively. Scale and extent are constant for Figures 5a–5c and Figures 5d–5f. (g) Bar persistence, measured as the fraction of
modeled discharges for which each bar surface remains dry.
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than the DEM grid cell width. Flow paths are spatially continuous, and they diverge and converge smoothly
around bars and islands resolved by the DEM. In general, both channel threads downstream of each bifurca-
tion are inundated. Driving flow using the water surface rather than the topographic surface reduces flow
path sensitivity to artifacts in the DEM.

Figure 5b shows a second model example with Q* = 1.40. The higher modeled discharge compared to
Figure 5a causes flow to enter more channel threads and thus reveal additional bar and channel structure,
including the structure of smaller bars within larger bars. Bar scale decreases in places as the large bars are
dissected by channels activated by the higher discharge. The spatial extent of bars also changes as the higher
discharge inundates a broader section of the braid plain. A further increase inmodeled discharge toQ* = 7.03
(Figure 5c) causes similar changes in bar and channel geometry mapped by flow. A wide zone of inundation
spans much of the domain and surrounds bars of disparate scales. Detailed views of these three discharges
(Figures 5d–5f, respectively) show step changes in the detailed structure of bars and channels with increasing
discharge. In contrast to the model results in Figure 4b that do not account for the water surface, Figures 5e
and 5f show bars as clearly defined by the inundated areas.

These three examples show that increasing modeled discharge causes the flow to define new bars, while also
causing other bar surfaces to disappear beneath the water surface. Bar exposure persists through increasing
discharge to varying degrees. Figure 5g quantifies this bar persistence as the fraction of modeled discharges
for which each pixel remains dry, excluding pixels that were not inundated for the highest discharge. This
image shows a large zone of generally high bar persistence extending from upstream to downstream, with
internally heterogeneous bar persistence values. This pattern occurs for most of the other bar areas.

In summary, modeling a sequence of escalating discharges gradually reveals the structure of the channel net-
work. In detail, inundation results depend on the chosen flow model and its implementation. Nonetheless,
the approach of defining channel and bar features using a flow model can be generally applied. Results from
a flowmodel can clearly distinguish bars and channels (Figures 5e and 5f), and bar surfaces show large spatial
heterogeneities in their persistence across the modeled discharge range (Figure 5g). For the analyses that fol-
low, flow depth data from the model run are intermittently recorded to create a binary image of channels,
defined as inundated areas, and bars, defined dry areas bounded by inundated areas. Bars and inundated
areas are automatically identified for geometric analysis.

4. Bar and Channel Geometry in the Platte River

This section applies the bar and channel extraction technique, using the CAESAR-LISFLOOD flow model, to
quantify changes in bar and channel geometry as a function of modeled discharge for the Platte River study
site. Importantly, the objective in this case study is not to reproduce specific observations of inundated
extent. Several factors would complicate such a comparison, including the simple parameterization of rough-
ness, inaccuracies in the bathymetry, and the high likelihood of topographic change between the acquisition
times of image and topography data sets. Instead, this section focuses on the statistics of channel network
geometry that are directly accessible from topography data at a fixed time.

4.1. Bar Geometry

Figure 6a shows the number of bars versus dimensionless discharge (equation (6)). Starting from Q* = 0.18,
the number of bars varies smoothly as discharge increases. First, the number increases gradually, then more
rapidly until it reaches a peak of approximately 1350 bars atQ* = 5, and then declines. Dimensionless bar area
(Figure 6b) is more sensitive to dimensionless discharge and increases by more than 1 order of magnitude for
a small increase in dimensionless discharge near Q* = 0.4. This dramatic bar area increase occurs because the
increase in discharge causes a step change in inundation pattern such that a large new area is bounded by
flow and defined as a bar. Subsequent changes in dimensionless bar area with increasing dimensionless
discharge are comparatively subtle. Dimensionless bar area increases gradually to a peak near Q* = 2, then
declines more rapidly with increasing Q*.

Figure 6c shows a scatterplot of bar aspect ratio (Lbar/wbar) versus dimensionless bar length (Lbar/Lz) for the
bar populations from each of the three example discharges in Figures 5a–5c. The number of bars and their
dimensions vary between these three cases due to the spatial differences in inundation. For all three mod-
eled discharges, bars become more elongate relative to their width as bar scale increases. Least squares
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fits to each population of bars all show that bar geometry is anisotropic,
with bar aspect ratio increasing with dimensionless bar length
following an exponent of 0.49 to 0.54.

Figure 6d shows the geometric standard deviation of dimensionless
bar length (Lbar/Lz), which reflects the variety in scale of the mapped
bars, versus dimensionless discharge. In contrast to the number of bars
(Figure 6a) and bar area (Figure 6b), the curve in Figure 6c shows more
than one local maximum. Nonetheless, there is an overall rise and fall
with increasing Q*, with a peak value near Q* = 2.

In summary, bar planform geometry varies systematically with increas-
ing discharge. For the modeled discharge range, the number of bars
(Figure 6a), the total bar area (Figure 6b), and the geometric standard
deviation of bar length (Figure 6d) all show maxima at intermediate
values of Q*. Bar dimensions show quantitatively similar anisotropy
measures (Figure 6c) for three distinct discharges that span most of
the discharge range.

4.2. Channel Planform Geometry

This section turns from the planform geometry of bars to that of
channels mapped using inundation. Figure 7a shows braiding index
versus downstream distance (normalized by the width of the braid
plain) for the three discharges in Figure 5. The braiding index varies
with discharge and downstream distance, but with no consistent trend
in the former. As for several of the bar metrics (Figure 6), the mean
braiding index (Figure 7b) shows lower values at the extremes of
dimensionless discharge and the highest mean braiding index for an
intermediate dimensionless discharge near Q* = 3. This peak occurs
because starting from Q* = 0.14, increases in discharge deliver flow to
more channels, which raises the braiding index (Figure 5). Further
increases in discharge, however, cause flow to inundate bars.
Separate flow threads coalesce into a broader inundated surface, which
lowers the braiding index.

The coefficient of variation of braiding index (Figure 7c) does not show
a consistent relationship with dimensionless discharge, but instead var-
ies between 0.2 and 0.46. The minimum coefficient of variation of the
braiding index occurs near Q* = 6 and is 0.21, which resembles the
value of 0.2 reported for experimental braided channels by Egozi and
Ashmore (2008) using image analysis.

5. Comparison to Mapping With Flow Depth

In sections 3 and 4, for mapping purposes all wetted areas are treated
equally regardless of flow depth. The analysis varies modeled discharge
and fixes the threshold depth for distinguishing bars and channels (i.e.,
depth> 0; Figure 5). This section revisits the bar and channel measures
from sections 4.1 and 4.2 using with the complementary approach of
fixing the discharge and varying the threshold flow depth. In this sense,
the threshold flow depth serves to distinguish deeper channels from
shallower channels perched on the braid plain that may activate only
at relatively high discharges. To maximize the available range of thresh-

old depths, this analysis uses the model data for the highest discharge (Q* = 14.0). Similarly to the analyses in
sections 4.1 and 4.2, the threshold flow depth (hthreshold) is systematically varied through 20 levels logarith-
mically spaced between the minimum and the maximum flow depth (hmax).
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Figures 8a–8c show the mask of areas that meet the flow depth thresh-
olds for three threshold values, each normalized by hmax. In each case,
hthreshold/hmax is calibrated to match most closely (within 1%) the areal
extent of the inundation-based masks in Figures 5a–5c, respectively. At
the scale of the full braid plain (Figures 8a–8c) and in detail
(Figures 8d–8f), the channel masks show similarities and differences
to their corresponding masks in Figure 5. Lowering the flow depth
threshold (hthreshold/hmax) causes the extent of the channel mask to
expand from Figure 8a (hthreshold/hmax = 0.55) to Figure 8b (hthreshold/
hmax = 0.31) and Figure 8c (hthreshold/hmax = 0.18). This behavior is
similar to the increase in channel mask area for increasing modeled
discharge in Figures 5a–5c. Despite the equivalent areas of the
inundation-based (Figures 5a–5c) and depth-based masks
(Figures 8a–8c), for each of the three cases the depth-based mask
results in a wider spatial distribution of identified channels. Mapped
channels can also appear more abruptly in space, as in Figure 8b, where
several mapped channel heads do not connect to a mapped channel
upstream. This more discontinuous channel mapping reflects the
sensitivity of the depth-threshold map to local changes in topography.

Using the alternate mapping approach of thresholding flow depth,
Figure 9 shows the simplest bar and channel statistics for the full set
of flow depth thresholds, including the number of bars (Figure 9a),
dimensionless total bar area (Figure 9b), and mean braiding index
(Figure 9c), versus of the threshold flow depth. All three metrics in
Figure 9 peak for intermediate values of dimensionless threshold, simi-
lar to the trends obtained with the original mapping approach
(Figures 6a–6b and 7c). The dimensionless total bar area (Figure 9b)
also reaches a peak value of approximately 102, comparable to the
result based on varying discharge (Figure 6b). Importantly, however,
the peak values in the number of bars (Figure 9a) and the mean braid-
ing index (Figure 9c) are both substantially larger than those obtained
from the discharge-threshold approach (Figures 6a and 7c, respec-
tively). In particular, the peak mean braiding index is approximately
twice as large using the depth threshold approach (Figure 9c) com-
pared to the discharge-threshold approach (Figure 7c). Compared to
thresholding the flow depth map (Figure 8), similar results occurred
by thresholding the residual elevation map (Figure 3).

6. Discussion

For the purposes of mapping channels and bars, mapping by inunda-
tion while varying modeled discharge represents the simplest
approach that realistically reflects spatial patterns of channel activation

and bar exposure. The preferred methods proposed here (sections 3 and 4) illuminate the spatial structure of
arbitrary channel networks at relatively low computational cost. Several studies have demonstrated the appli-
cations of flow models to predicting hydraulics and morphodynamics in multithread rivers (Williams et al.,
2016); this paper proposes repurposing inundation models specifically for topographic analysis. The
approach successfully captures type 2 channel networks, including multithread rivers, for which previous
analyses have been limited in the past by subjectivity in mapping critical elements (Egozi & Ashmore,
2008). Discharge increases affect both sediment transport and the extent of inundation, both of which could
alter channel network geometry. The approach here isolates the latter effect. A key distinction from previous
studies of channel and bar statistics under observed inundation extents (Egozi & Ashmore, 2008; Marra et al.,
2014; Mosley, 1983; Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996) is the ability of the model-based approach to
systematically account for changes in the apparent structure of the network due to the extent of inundation.
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Mapping using flow introduces two possible approaches based either on fixing the depth threshold and vary-
ing the modeled discharge, or vice versa. These approaches can yield similar results for total wetted area
(Figures 5 and 8) and bar area (Figures 6b and 8b), and similar overall trends in the number of bars, bar area,
and braiding index as a function of the threshold (Figures 6a and 6b and Figure 7 versus Figure 9). Yet the
mapping results obtained by either varying the discharge or varying the depth threshold are not equivalent.
The depth threshold dramatically over counts the number of channels (Figure 9c versus Figure 7c), and to a
lesser extent the number of bars (Figure 9a versus Figure 6a), compared to the discharge-threshold approach.
This discrepancy occurs because the depth-threshold approach assumes that all areas that exhibit a similar
flow depth for a given discharge will be activated at the same discharge. Instead, to accurately map channels
that are active under a particular discharge, explicit modeling of the inundation pattern set by the flow
is required.

In contrast to type 1 channel networks, which are successfully extracted using spatial statistics of the land
surface alone (Band, 1986; Passalacqua et al., 2010; Tarboton, 1997), a key finding of the present study is
that a model that incorporates the water surface is required for accurate extraction of type 2 channel net-
works from topography data (Figure 5). A flow routing algorithm that allows for multiple flow paths from
each DEM grid cell (Figure 2a) is not in itself sufficient to extract the skeleton of a multithread channel
network (Figure 4) because it does not permit flow over locally adverse topography if a downslope path
is available. Consequently, flow diversions at bifurcations are frequently missed (Figure 4). Algorithms for
filling topographic sinks (e.g., Garbrecht & Martz, 1997) that are commonly coupled to flow routing models
do not account for this situation in channel networks with divergences. Accounting for the water surface
also resolves the wetted width of channels and reduces sensitivity to local slopes the DEM (Figure 5a). To
summarize, multiple flow path algorithms do not function like single flow path algorithms for channel
network delineation. While neither class of algorithms resolves the channel width, single flow path algo-
rithms do not miss channels where flow paths are convergent. In contrast, multiple flow path algorithms
can miss bifurcations and thus miss channel segments. Therefore, multiple flow path algorithms that show
diverging flow paths at large scale (Figure 4a; Pelletier, 2004) can yield unrealistically limited flow paths at
channel scale (Figure 4b).

In addition to binary images of wetted and dry areas, vector data are useful for calculating statistics for
individual bars, channels, and the channel network. The images derived by the flow modeling approach
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Figure 8. (a–c) Shaded relief maps of the Platte River valley overlain by areas with modeled flow depth greater than hthreshold/hmax (blue), based on the maximum
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(Figure 5) are readily skeletonized to create a vector drainage network
of channel centerlines, including the locations of bifurcations and
confluences (Marra et al., 2014). A vector channel network encodes a
web of spatial relationships between individual channel links that can
be further analyzed using techniques from graph theory (De Bartolo
et al., 2006; Marra et al., 2014; Tejedor et al., 2015).

To my knowledge, this is the first application of a reduced-complexity
flow routing technique expressly to extract the spatial structure of type
2 channel networks. Because of the common use of cellular flow rout-
ing procedures in numerical models, this approach is a plausible tool
for standardizing comparison between networks generated in numeri-
cal models, laboratory experiments, and natural cases. The analysis
technique proposed here relies solely on topography and thus comple-
ments existing channel mapping techniques that use spectral differ-
ences between inundated and dry areas (e.g., Edmonds et al., 2011;
Marra et al., 2014).

The Platte River exemplifies the limits of using observed inundation to
map channel patterns: many channels are apparent in the topography
but are no longer inundated. For such channels, the lack of standing
surface water also facilitates acquiring elevation data necessary for flow
modeling. The flow modeling approach also opens a way to measure
structure for other type 2 channel networks in arid or subaqueous
environments, for which observing inundation is impractical. Because
of the simplicity of the flow routing scheme, and because the goal is
not flow routing per se, this analysis technique is agnostic as to the pro-
cess for channel formation. This flexibility is advantageous for planetary
surface environments where other mechanisms such as lava flow
(Dietterich & Cashman, 2014; Leverington, 2004), ice sublimation, deb-
ris flows, and mass movements may form andmodify channels (e.g., on
volcanoes, sediment fans, and gullies along crater rims).

The mapping approach applies only to topographically expressed
channels and so cannot reveal channel structure obscured by water
or otherwise unresolved by topographic data. Detailed topography
data sets are increasingly common for braided rivers (e.g., Bertoldi
et al., 2011; Brasington, Vericat, & Rychkov, 2012; Javernick et al.,
2014; Thomas & Nicholas, 2002; Wheaton et al., 2010), although the
availability of bathymetric data still presents a limitation to widespread
application of this method to rivers. Existing techniques for acquiring
bathymetry are time-consuming for manual surveys and limited by
water depth for bathymetric inversion from remote sensing data

(Kinzel et al., 2013; Legleiter, 2013). Yet even with imperfect elevation data (Figure 3a), the analysis demon-
strates that several commonly used channel planform statistics including bar dimensions and channel
planform statistics can be retrieved.

The new approach differs from channel extraction techniques based on local topographic measures in that it
explicitly recognizes the role of the water surface, and the connections it creates, in defining the channel net-
work. The new approach to channel extraction highlights nonlocal spatial relationships and connectivity,
including flow paths over adverse topography, which can obscure channels based on topographic measures.
In using flow paths to identify channels, the new approach thus complements existing approaches to defin-
ing network structure across the spectrum of channel patterns from single-thread, tributary channels in
upland landscapes (Passalacqua et al., 2010; Tarboton et al., 1991), to multithread channels in continental
interiors, and to deltaic and tidal channels in coastal environments (Edmonds et al., 2011; Fagherazzi et al.,
1999; Passalacqua et al., 2013).
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The mapping procedure generates inundation maps that are directly comparable to field observations. Using
the flow model, discharge variation changes the exposure and number of bars. Bar width and length are ani-
sotropic for all modeled discharges. For three sample discharges, bar aspect ratio increases with increasing
bar scale (i.e., bar length increases faster than bar width with increasing scale). Rearranging the fitted scaling
relationships between bar aspect ratio and dimensionless bar length from Figure 6c yields wbar ~ Lbar

0.46–0.53.
In comparison, Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-Georgiou (1996) also observed anisotropy with bar dimensions
measured relative to the overall valley azimuth for braided rivers including the Brahmaputra River,
Bangladesh, and the Aichilik and Hulahula Rivers, Alaska. They observed that cross-valley bar dimension (Y)
increases more quickly than down-valley bar dimension (X), with Y ~ X1.2–1.3 for these cases. The
Brahmaputra River data set spanned 2 orders of magnitude in bar scale, similar to the Platte River data set.
I speculate that the discrepancy in these scaling relationships between bar width and bar length arises in part
from differences valley sinuosity, which changes bar orientation relative to the overall down-valley azimuth
(Sapozhnikov & Foufoula-Georgiou, 1996). Vegetation is particularly common in the Platte River study reach
and may also influence bar dimensions by stabilizing sediment.

Modeled discharge strongly affects the braiding index, defined as the number of distinct wetted zones in a
cross section. A maximum in the mean braiding index (Figure 7a) occurs at an intermediate discharge that
optimizes channel inundation with minimal flooding between channels. The rising limb of this relationship
is broadly consistent with observations for four rivers in New Zealand (Mosley, 1983). The data set in the latter
study does not include spatial averaging, which likely contributes to greater scatter in braiding index. Both
laboratory experiments and field measurements have shown a peak in braiding index at intermediate dis-
charge (Egozi & Ashmore, 2009; Welber et al., 2012). For the Platte River, the coefficient of variation of the
braiding index (Figure 7c) overlaps with the value observed in experiments by Egozi and Ashmore (2008),
which importantly did include morphodynamic adjustment. The similarity in channel statistics between their
experiments and the Platte River suggests that despite this difference, laboratory and natural multithread riv-
ers may both nonetheless adjust morphology to a dominant discharge.

Because the apparent arrangement of bars and channels changes with modeled discharge, the inundation
modeling approach produces multiple spatial structures (Figure 5) instead of the single result from flow
routing based on surface gradients alone (Figure 4). Nonetheless, many applications may require a single
representative spatial structure. Which one should we use? Several bar and channel metrics from Figures 6
and 7 are summarized in Table 2, including the number of bars, total bar area, the geometric standard
deviation of bar aspect ratio, and the mean and coefficient of variation of the braiding index. Positing that
these metrics are each in some way optimized for a particular discharge, Table 2 notes the discharge that
corresponds to an extremal value of each metric. These values correspond to maxima in all statistics except
the coefficient of variation of braiding index, for which the minimum value agrees with the value reported in
the physical experiments of Egozi and Ashmore (2008). For the statistics in Table 2, the corresponding
dimensionless discharges all fall in the range of 1.40 to 5.59. This range is relatively narrow compared to
the overall discharge range modeled here, which spans 2 orders of magnitude. The corresponding dimen-
sioned discharge is 219 m3/s. For comparison, the historic 1.5 year peak discharge is 39% lower than the
reference discharge for the period 1970 to 1999, but 151% higher than the reference discharge for the period
1895 to 1909, before major flow diversion (Randle & Samad, 2003). The dimensionless discharge for the peak
braiding index, which is the most commonly used braiding statistic, falls within the range defined by the
other statistics (3.52). Therefore, this paper proposes that the spatial pattern of bars and channels that corre-
sponds to the dimensionless discharge that produces the peak braiding index represents a geometric
reference map.

Table 2
Summary of Bar and Channel Metrics From Figures 6 and 7

Metric Dimensionless discharge, Q*

Number of bars (maximum) 5.59
Dimensionless total bar area (maximum) 1.77
Geometric standard deviation of bar aspect ratio (maximum) 1.40
Mean braiding index (maximum) 3.52
Coefficient of variation of braiding index (minimum) 5.59
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Mapping channel threads using inundation entails two end-member cases. At the limit of no inundation, no
channels can be observed; at full inundation, flow overtops all bars and there is only one distinct channel. The
latter is often defined as the bankfull condition for a braided river (Brice, 1964; Schumm, 1968; Smith, 1971).
Yet as noted in general terms by Rust (1977), some discharge lower than bankfull isolates separate channel
threads without fully inundating the bars and is arguably more representative of the channel planform geo-
metry. Themodel results are consistent with this observation and imply a solution to the conundrum of defin-
ing the statistical geometry of braided rivers, which is inherently sensitive to stage height: for a given river,
the mean braiding index, which measures the number of channels and thus the intensity of braiding, pos-
sesses a representative value that is maximized at a specific discharge. In my view, this particular discharge
should be taken as a reference discharge for a multithread channel network, distinct from the bankfull dis-
charge. Therefore, using the approach proposed, the vigor of braiding can in principle be compared for dif-
ferent rivers using this representative, maximum value of the mean braiding index. All other summary
channel statistics should be extracted from the pattern corresponding to this index as well. A complication
in defining the reference arises in the event that there is no unique maximum in the relationship between
mean braiding index and modeled discharge. The likelihood of replicating the noninteger value of the mean
braiding index likely decreases as the average number of threads and the downstream extent of the sampled
channel network increase.

7. Conclusions

For channel networks with flow divergences, simplified flow models that account for the water surface pro-
vide a better means of mapping the connectivity of the channel network than purely topographic methods.
In contrast to morphometric analyses based on observed inundation, the flow modeling approach can be
used to systematically test the sensitivity of channel planform morphology to changes in inundation under
fixed topography. For the Platte River, the new approach reveals that (1) the number, area, and spatial distri-
bution of bars exposed above the modeled water surface changes with discharge; (2) bar length and width
scale anisotropically, with scaling coefficients that are relatively insensitive to discharge; and (3) braiding
index initially increases as channels are inundated, and then decreases with the inundation of local topo-
graphic highs between channels. Thresholding flowmodel results by flow depth rather than inundation does
not accurately capture spatial patterns of channel activation. Comparison of bar and channel statistics versus
modeled discharge points to a reference discharge, coincident with the maximum morphologic braiding
index, that can be used to compare braided rivers across different discharges. The new channel extraction
method extends automated and objective analysis of channel planform morphology to the full spectrum
of channel patterns in diverse settings including channels on alluvial fans, deltas, and the seafloor; laboratory
experiments; and planetary surfaces.
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